Ms Andrea Stone  
Manager, Operations 2  
Anti-Dumping Commission  
Customs House  
5 Constitution Ave, Canberra ACT 2601

Dear Ms Stone,

While we have submitted information via our international manufacturer to this investigation, we would like to re-iterate two important points for consideration by the commission. We note that these items may have been raised by other parties in this investigation, however we submit further data and information for your consideration.

Seima Pty Ltd is an Australian company that designs and markets a range of building products to the Australian building and construction industry. Seima products are often Australian designed, however they are predominately manufactured offshore to our stringent quality standards and imported directly by Seima. Seima has developed, paid and has ownership of many of the designs, moulds and dies that are used in the manufacture of its products, including a range of stainless steel sinks.

We would like to draw your attention and consideration to the following two items:

1. Lipped Stand-Alone Laundry Units

Seima Pty Ltd imports and sells items that can be described as Lipped Stainless Steel Standalone Laundry Units.

We import from a range of Lipped Stand Alone Laundry Units that include a Stainless Steel 'Lipped' laundry sinks, powder coated mild steel cabinet and door, plastic fittings, stainless steel feet and accessories. (refer Attachment A)

The Stainless Steel Lipped Laundry Sinks that is used in this unit is manufactured using Deep Drawn techniques, and has therefore been caught within the scope of this investigation. However it contains a lipped edge which can only be used with its corresponding cabinet.

Seima imports these items as either fully assembled units, or imported as kits to be assembled by to be returned to Seima as complete units.

Tasman Sinkware do not locally manufacture, nor do they import or sell a similar Lipped Stainless Steel Laundry Unit.

As such, these items cannot be considered "like products" and should be considered an unintended inclusion into this investigation.

We assert that these products should not be covered by this investigation or ruling.
2. Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks

A Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel sink is a Deep Drawn sink with a radius of 25mm or less.

Tasman Sinkware do not locally manufacture any Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks.

Tasman Sinkware does sell a Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Sink under the model name Oliveri Sonetto which has a 25mm Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Bowl, however this product is part of their International Series.

Tasman Sinkware state that this model is part of the International Collection and that: "International collection™ Designed and engineered to our specifications and quality standards. Sourced from our international supplier." (refer Attachment B)

Tasman acknowledges in Attachment B that these products are sourced internationally, and therefore are not produced by any Australian manufacturer.

Furthermore as Tasman has not manufactured Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks within Australia either before or during the investigation period, these products should be considered an unintended inclusion in this investigation.

The importation of sinks with a radius of 25mm or less should therefore be excluded from this investigation as Small Radius Deep Drawn Stainless Steel Sinks cannot be considered "like products" and cannot have caused any material damage to Australian industry.

We assert that these products should not be covered by this investigation or ruling.

I look forward to your consideration and response to the above, please contact the undersigned if you require further information.

Yours sincerely,

Jim Segredos
Director
Seima Ply Ltd
tilos series

- 42 mm taphole on left + right at rear of tub
- rinse bypass kit
- designer basket waste
- reversible door
- height adjustable feet
- 900mm height = 870 cabinet + 30 feet
- 25 mm lip at rear of trough is intended to be tiled over

tiny
35 litres

tilos SLC-380B
35 litre trough and cabinet
380W x 530D x 890H mm
optional overflow version: SLC-380B-OF

skinny
45 litres

tilos SLC-470B
45 litre trough and cabinet
470W x 630D x 900H mm
optional overflow version: SLC-470B-OF

standard
45 litres

tilos SLC-600B
45 litre trough and cabinet
600W x 500D x 900H mm
optional overflow version: SLC-600B-OF

overflow version
The optional overflow version includes overflow + bypass

metal cabinet
0.8mm thick 304 grade stainless steel sink
height adjustable feet
reversible door
includes designer basket waste
includes rinse bypass kit
optional overflow version available
tilos SLC-600B
45 litre laundry unit (standard)
600 x 500 x 900 mm

Stainless steel tub and metal cabinet
- 304 grade stainless steel tub 0.8 mm thick
- metal cabinet
- height adjustable feet
- overall height 900mm height (870mm cabinet + 30mm feet)
- reversible door
- includes bypass kit
- includes designer basket waste
- includes rinse bypass kit
- 25mm lip at rear of trough is designed to be tiled over
- optional overflow version available

configuration
- One bowl, metal cabinet with one door

product code
- SLC-600B no overflow
- SLC-600B-OF overflow version

tapholes
- 42mm taphole on left + right at rear of tub

waste/overflow
- Includes 114mm basket waste [SKA-004]

bypass
- Includes bypass kit [SKA-007-BK]

overflow
- Optional overflow version includes overflow and bypass [SKA-008 overflow basket waste]

doors
- Reversible door can be fitted to open to left or right

feet
- Height adjustable feet accommodate varying floor levels and elevate cabinet away from floor moisture

Important!
Always use the actual product to verify cut-out.

seima.com.au
1073U Commercial Sonetto

INCLUDED ACCESSORIES

AC14

RECOMMENDED TAPWARE

KE2050
HB2050

OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES

ACP101
ACP103

International collection™
Designed and engineered to our specifications and quality standards. Sourced from our international supplier.

SPECIFICATIONS

Description
1 & 3/4 bowl undermount sink

Sink Size
790W x 516H

Main Bowl
355W x 465H x 230D / 38L

3/4 Bowl
355W x 405H x 230D / 33L

Construction
2 piece, pressed bowl with 25mm radius corners

Material
304 grade, 18/10 brushed stainless steel (1.2mm thick)

Installation
Undermount recommended.

Fixings
Undermount clips supplied

Cut Out Template
oliverisinks.com

Min Cabinet Size
900mm

Tap holes
n/a

Waste fittings
2 x 90mm basket wastes included

Overflow
Available, conditions apply

Carton Size
910 x 580 x 325mm

Weight
18.0kg

Warranty
Lifetime manufacturer’s warranty (refer to oliverisinks.com)

For more information call 1300 13 7465 or visit www.oliverisinks.com

© Registered trademark of Tassman Sinkware. Under its policy of ongoing product development Tassman Sinkware may from time to time change product specification without notice. All dimensions given are approximate and should be checked prior to installation. See Oliveri Installation instructions for installation details.